◆ Accommodation Search ◆
For long-term visitors

Leopalace21
(For Apartment)
Website:  English  简体中文  繁体中文

Airbnb
(For Shared House and Houses)
Website:  English

TOKYO SHARE HOUSE
(For Shared House)
Website:  English

BEST-ESTATE.JP
(For Apartments)
Website:  English  简体中文

Our Recommendation
1. Shared House (Toyoshiki station)
150-85 Toyoshiki, Kashiwa-shi, Chiba 277-0863
Website:  Japanese

2. Kizunaya Share House #196 (Kashiwa station)
4-11-8 Asahi-cho, Kashiwa-shi, Chiba 277-0852
Website:  English